Dark Brown Colored Contact Lenses
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If you have dark eyes, you'll need this type of color contact lens to change your eyes.
For a natural-looking change, try a lighter honey brown or hazel colored lens. Colored contact lenses come in various colors, designs and even sizes. Out the best of your pretty dark eyes with these large brown colored contact lenses.
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BROWN EYES The effect given by the colored contact lenses may vary depending on the natural color of your iris. Meanwhile, Air Optix Colors contact lenses are slightly more dramatic, but the results still look natural -- there's no dark brown to neon green transformation. In the past, the problem with colored contact lenses is that they often look fake. I have fairly dark brown eyes with a tad of green in them, and some light brown. The Rilakkuma Color Contact Lenses are a set of ten 1-day disposable color contact lens that come in brown. Today's technology allows colored contacts for dark eyes to achieve the same or deep emerald, someone with dark blue or dark brown eyes was just out of luck. The best option to change dark eye color is opaque lenses, like Freshlook. Opaque color lenses. These color contacts have dense, non-transparent tints that can give you a completely different eye color. If you have dark brown eyes. 1 Natural Eye Colour. Light brown Blue Black Dark Brown Green Gray Hazel Actual eye colour with AIR OPTIX® COLORS contact lenses will vary. Clearsmart. Ban thoughts of the bizarre coloured contacts of yore: these are not lenses tinted a with purple, brown eyes with navy, blue eyes with grey or very dark brown. Anything that is very solid in color is great for dark eyes. goto Colored Contacts at the lowest prices. they have pictures of their contacts on their websit.. Her natural eyes are dark brown but she loves to try out different big eye color contacts on her eyes. Sometimes she is seen with blue big eye contact lenses.
Learn more about AIR OPTIX® COLORS contact lenses, the newest addition to the OPTIX® COLORS in Honey Honey, AIR OPTIX® COLORS in Brown Brown available in 9 beautiful colors designed to enhance dark or light eyes.

Grazie: (Powerless Colored Contact Lenses) CHARACON Hello Kitty DARK BROWN (Life Span: 1 Month / Amount: 2 lenses) - Purchase now to accumulate. Introducing 1-DAY ACUVUE® DEFINE™ Brand Contact Lenses, a whole new way to enhance the natural See the lenses on your eye color on dark eyes.


Explore UNIQSO's board "Brown Colored Contacts" on Pinterest, a visual Beuberry MI brown lenses appear orangish-hazel against dark brown eyes. Brunettes or people with dark to black hair can get away with lighter colored contact lenses. If you're Asian (dark brown to black colored.

Acuvue 2 Colours - Opaques O-Blue (Deep Blue) Contact Lens Detail. O-Blue (Deep I love the o-blue color that worked even though I have dark brown eyes.
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LILMOON Cosmetic Color Contact Lenses from Japan, designed by Model Rola. These circle lenses SHOP Brown & Hazel Contacts · Shop circle lens dailies.